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Message from the Chairman

As alluded to in my previous 'Message', September was an extremely busy month, but it proved to be as rewarding
as it was busy. At the last meeting, Barbara (IBR) delivered a very informative presentation which was well received,
and I would like to remind those that attended to make use of the free registration offer the Club made.
The Epworth event on Saturday 10th September organised by James, in which Nick Fox and his 'Wingbeat' team
graced us with their presence, far exceeded expectations. Despite the extremely short notice to organise; despite
the appalling weather; despite the poor or non-existent signage to the ground and despite the event being on a
Saturday, the day was a fantastic success, with quite a few people asking for it to become an annual event. You
can’t buy such credibility at any price.
The eagerly awaited annual social weekend at Breighton Ferry also proved to be a great occasion with over 40
members and 30+ birds in attendance – very impressive. The weather 'smiled' on us and we experienced a number
of excellent sessions delivered by members designed to get our birds 'field-ready'. What was particularly
encouraging was the number of new faces in attendance and the variety of birds on display. However, perhaps my
overriding memory of the weekend is that of Dave Wild, tying a falconer’s knot, while holding a pint of lager in one
hand and wearing an Ugg boot over his head as a blind-fold – believe me, you had to be there.
So yes, September was a busy month, but now October has ushered in the start of the hunting season with the first
field-meet being held at Malton/Pickering on 2nd October and a mid-week meet, for those unable to attend
weekends, being held at High Melton woods on 7th October. This month should also see the on-line booking system
on the new web-site coming into operation. October looks like being a busy month too.
I look forward to seeing you all at the next meeting: Wednesday, 5th October 2016 at 19.30.
Regards
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Club Night Guest Speakers

The Independent Bird Register does superb work, attempting to reunite owners with birds that, for one reason or
another have gone walkabout. At the September Club night Barbara (Babs) Royale gave us a fascinating insight into

the organisation, its resources and the work that it does. But, because Barbara sees, day in, day out, the repetition
of the circumstances that allow birds to escape, she devoted a significant part of her talk, assisted by her Harris
Hawk, Blaze, to the principles of good practice to keep birds secure. The IBR statistics for August 2016 tell a sobering
story:
88
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birds lost and/or found
reunited
found dead
escaped from aviary (3 stolen?)
being flown with tag
being flown – no tag
slipped jesses/swivel attached
on lawn equipment untied/snapped
equipment failure
at hack

2
9
2

no id
not reported missing
flew out of house

The stories of the frequency with which some birds are lost, the distances they
travel and the circumstances in which they have been recaptured were an eye
opener. My favourites included the red-tail that escaped from prison, the
peregrine* that lived up to its name and has been found on more than one occasion hundreds of miles from its
keeper, and the budgie that landed on a ship in the North Sea.
For more information on the IBR, visit http://www.independentbirdregister.co.uk/ and https://www.facebook.com/
theIBR/

Whin Covert Birds of Prey Food
Main supplier of Honeybrook animal food in Yorkshire.
Tel: 01909 770244 or 07831 817267 email: keneyre@btopenworld.com

Day old chicks

£8.50 per 200 box

Mice

£40.00 per 1000 ( 5 boxes)

Rats

£27.00 (small)

£11.00 (small)
£25.00 (large 1kg bag, approx 50)

Quail

£33.00 (medium)

£18.00 (ex-layers)
£22.00 (vitamin enhanced)

We now also sell whole rabbits (dog caught, no lead shot) £2 each
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Yorkshire Hawking Club Open Day

10 September

Despite the wet start to the day, the YHC open day at the Epworth Showground
drew a good crowd and repaid the hard work of all of those involved in making it

happen. Highlights included the flying of falcons at radio-controlled birds, with
the opportunity for pilots to have a go at flying the robot birds, and the drag lure
demonstrations from Bull-X.
The event is well covered on the Club Facebook page, with photographs and
videos from Maros Karabinos, including a “piece to camera” from the Club
chairman. Visit :
https://www.facebook.com/maros.karabinos/videos/10209641856139714/

Jordan flying the rocrow, which shows the scars of a few falcon

One of the Wingbeat falconers retrieves his bird from the entrance

strikes. If you look carefully behind Jordan’s right shoulder you can

tent where it had brought down the rocrow

just see the more conventional plane that he usually flies.

Epworth showground on a dull September Saturday.

Peter Burke with Wingbeat director Dr Nick Fox
casting an appraising eye over the demonstrations.
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